Introduction {#s1}
============

Psychiatric disorders not only diminish life quality of affected individuals, but also pose a substantial issue in public health because of their high prevalence in modern society. Mutations in 'risk genes' enhance the probability to develop these disorders, pointing to a strong genetic component in the etiology of mental illnesses ([@bib31]). More than two decades ago, *DISC1* has been identified as a major genetic risk factor involved in psychiatric disorders ([@bib41]; [@bib3]). The original discovery came from a Scottish family carrying a large c-terminal 1:11 translocation in the *DISC1* gene downstream of exon eight, which results in a c-terminal truncation of *DISC1* ([@bib41]). Family members who are affected by the mutation suffer from mental illness including major depression (10 cases), schizophrenia (7 cases) or bipolar disorder (1 case, [@bib41]). By comparison (48 cases), no major psychiatric disease was diagnosed in any of the relatives lacking *DISC1* truncation. Thus, truncation of *DISC1* constitutes one of the largest known risk factors for mental illness.

Recently, a mouse model has been developed which reproduces the human form of *DISC1* truncation ([@bib35]). Those Disc1 mice allow to directly examine the impact of a depression- and schizophrenia-related risk gene mutation on behaviour and the activity of neuronal networks involved in the control of cognitive functions. We find that Disc1 mice show increased immobility during the tail-suspension (TST) and forced swim test broadly accepted as depression-related behavioural changes in rodents ([@bib30]; [@bib43]). This behavioural phenotype correlates with abnormalities in the synchrony of low-gamma oscillations (30--50 Hz) in the prelimbic cortex (PrlC), which have been implicated in supporting encoding of information ([@bib12]). Moreover, we provide evidence that network malfunction is related by a profound defect of FS-INs, including reduced numbers of FS-INs as well as alterations in their synaptic connections. Thus, our study provides a correlative link between behavioural alterations in Disc1 mice and the possible underlying cellular and synaptic mechanisms.

Results {#s2}
=======

Behavioural analysis of Disc1 mice {#s2-1}
----------------------------------

To investigate the effect of truncated Disc1 on potential depression- or schizophrenia-like phenotypes of Disc1 mice we conducted a comprehensive analysis covering a wide spectrum of behavioural deficits characteristic for psychiatric syndromes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, refer to [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for a summary of values). We probed depression-related traits using highly validated tests for anhedonia ([@bib21]) and behavioural despair ([@bib30]; [@bib43]) in rodents. Disc1 mice showed no deficit in sucrose preference, which is used to quantify anhedonia ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, in the TST and forced swim test, in which animals exhibit epochs of immobility that are thought to reflect states of behavioural despair intersected by periods of active escape, Disc1 mice showed longer periods of immobility ([Figure 1B,C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Behavioural variability among individuals was high and therefore resulted in a moderately but significantly enhanced mean immobility by 35% in the TST and by 18% in the forced swim test of Disc1 mice (TST: p = 0.015, 22 Disc1 and 14 control mice; forced swimming: p = 0.049, 22 and 20 mice; Cohen\'s *d* of 0.82 and 0.65 corresponding to a strong and moderate effect size, respectively \[[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}\]). Both genotypes reached similar movement speeds in the open field arena, indicating that high immobility in the behavioural despair tests cannot be caused by motor impairment ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.04979.003Figure 1.Disc1 mice show depression-related behavioural despair.(**A**) Disc1 mice show similar sucrose preference as controls (146 ± 7 vs 144 ± 15% sucrose intake, *n* = 10 each group). (**B** and **C**) Enhanced behavioural despair of Disc1 mice in TST (37.8 ± 3.3 vs 25.8 ± 2.9%, *n* = 22 Disc1, 14 control mice) and forced swim test (44.1 ± 2.6 vs 37.3 ± 2.0%, *n* = 22, 20). (**D**) Unaltered locomotion of Disc1 mice. Left, examples of the path of a Disc1 and a control mouse during a 10 min exploration period (*n* = 19 Disc1, 18 control mice). Right, Disc1 mice move slower during the initial phase of the task but reach similar movement speeds as controls during the later phase. (**E**) Radial arm water maze to probe spatial reference and working memory. The animals were released from a random start arm and had to find the hidden platform in the southern arm. Green line shows the path of one representative animal during one trial. Arm entries were detected by a threshold-crossing algorithm (bottom, *N* = 6, 9). (**F**) Path length and reference memory errors plotted against the five subsequent test days. Identical shortening of the swim path length (left) and identical number of reference memory errors (entries in wrong arms; middle) of Disc1 and control mice indicates intact spatial learning. Time spent in the target arm is identical between genotypes (*n* = 6, 9). (**G**) The number of working memory errors (re-entries in previously explored arms within a trial, 14 ± 2 vs 17 ± 3) did not depend on the genotype. \*p \< 0.05, *\*\**p \< 0.01. Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.003](10.7554/eLife.04979.003)10.7554/eLife.04979.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Additional assessment of working memory performance.(**A**) Working memory assessment in a delayed match-to-place task in the water y-maze. In each trial, animals had to find the hidden platform in one of the target arms (sample phase). After a 30 s delay, the mice were released from the same start arm (match phase) and could either choose the correct arm or the opposite arm (working memory error). Both Disc1 and control mice performed significantly better in the match phase, indicating intact spatial working memory (*n* = 6, 10). (**B**) Both genotypes showed similar spontaneous alternation when they explored a y-maze for 10 min, confirming intact working memory (*n* = 8 each group). \#p \< 0.001. Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.004](10.7554/eLife.04979.004)10.7554/eLife.04979.005Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Extra-dimensional rule-shifting task in the y-maze.(**A**) Mice were food-restricted and learned to forage in a y-maze. Then, they learned the first reward rule (right arm correct). In each trial, one randomly chosen arm of the two possible target arms was illuminated. Once the animals had learned the spatial rule, the reward regime was changed to 'light on' (extradimensional shift, *n* = 6, 5). (**B**) Normalized correct trials are plotted against trial number. Arrow at t = 0 indicates the reward rule change. Both groups of mice learned the initial spatial rule as well as the rule change. Data are binned over 10 runs. (**C**) Examples of individual learning curves of a Disc1 and a control mouse with 95% confidence intervals. The trial in which the lower confidence interval exceeded chance level was considered the first trial in which the animal had learned the task (learning trial). Right, identical learning trials of both rules in Disc1 and control mice. Data are mean ± SEM unless stated.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.005](10.7554/eLife.04979.005)10.7554/eLife.04979.006Figure 1---figure supplement 3.Unaltered anxiety of Disc1 mice.Unaltered anxiety in Disc1 mice quantified from the time spent in the center of the open field (n = 19, 18). Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.006](10.7554/eLife.04979.006)10.7554/eLife.04979.007Figure 1---figure supplement 4.Unaltered sociability of Disc1 mice.(**A**) 3-chamber social interaction task. The mice explored the 3-chamber arena containing two empty (E) wire cups in a habituation run. In a second run, a stranger mouse (S) was placed in one of the cups (*n* = 9 each group). Right, examples of exploration paths. (**B**) Disc1 and control mice spent identical time in both compartments during habituation and more time with the stranger mouse in run two, indicating absent left-right preference and intact sociability, respectively. \#p \< 0.001. Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.007](10.7554/eLife.04979.007)10.7554/eLife.04979.008Table 1.Quantitative summary of cellular and synaptic properties of Disc1 and control PrlC neurons**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.008](10.7554/eLife.04979.008)ParameterDisc1ControlP/NTestCohen\'s dSucrose preference1.46 ± 0.071.44 ± 0.150.901, N = 10/10Student\'s *t*-testnaFreezing in TST (norm.)1.39 ± 0.121.00 ± 0.100.015, N = 22/14Student\'s *t*-test0.82Immobility in forced swim test (norm.)1.18 ± 0.071.00 ± 0.050.049, N = 22/20Student\'s *t*-test0.65Open field total path length (m)14.5 ± 0.919.3 ± 0.70.0012, N = 19/18Student\'s *t*-test1.47Open field path length (first half/second half)4.8 ± 0.4/8.9 ± 0.59.8 ± 0.5/9.1 ± 0.31.1\*10^−12^, 0.682 for s halfOne-way ANOVA followed by t-testna (second half)Radial arm maze reference/working memory errors22 ± 5/14 ± 225 ± 2/17 ± 30.239/0.361, N = 6/9Mann--Whitney U testnaProportion spontaneous alternation0.60 ± 0.030.65 ± 0.040.361, N = 8/8Student\'s *t*-testnaExtradim. spatial/shifted rule learning trial (y-maze)10 ± 1/39 ± 715 ± 3/34 ± 90.154/0.632, N = 8/7, 6/5Student\'s *t*-testnaTime in center of open field (%)43.5 ± 0.937.4 ± 3.50.377, N = 19/18Student\'s *t*-testna3-chamber social interaction: stranger preference49.4 ± 4.653.2 ± 3.30.513, N = 9/9Student\'s *t*-testnaTST-dependent cFos increase PrLC (norm.)3.92 ± 1.544.78 ± 1.010.03/0.04, N = 4/3Mann--Whitney U test1.52/3.49Freezing in TST (%, electrode-implanted sample)52.2 ± 0.129.4 ± 0.10.004, N = 8/6Mann--Whitney U test1.82TST: low-gamma power/amplitude (\*10^−3^)0.11 ± 0.02/0.87 ± 0.050.29 ± 0.04/1.34 ± 0.090.003/0.002, N = 8/6Mann--Whitney U test2.33/2.77TST: theta power/amplitude (\*10^−3^)0.11 ± 0.03/0.04 ± 0.0040.29 ± 0.04/0.07 ± 0.0040.012/0.001, N = 8/6Mann--Whitney U test1.97/3.12Home cage: low-gamma power (\*10^−3^)0.12 ± 0.020.22 ± 0.030.009, N = 8/6Mann--Whitney U test1.62Home cage: theta power (\*10^−3^)0.1 ± 0.020.18 ± 0.040.031, N = 8/6Mann--Whitney U test1.29Urethane anesthesia: low-gamma power (\*10^−3^)0.6 ± 0.21.1 ± 0.20.024, N = 11/7Student\'s *t*-test1.27TST: hippocampal theta power (\*10^−3^)0.8 ± 0.24.1 ± 1.50.009, N = 5/4Mann--Whitney U test1.71CA1-PrLC theta coherence TST/home cage0.52 ± 0.06/0.52 ± 0.070.52 ± 0.04/0.49 ± 0.020.972, N = 4/3One-way ANOVAnaPV-IN count PrLC all layers (normalized)0.69 ± 0.081.00 ± 0.040.004, N = 9/8Student\'s *t*-test1.81PV-IN count layer 2--3/layer 53.0 ± 0.7/31.9 ± 5.36.2 ± 0.54/48.8 ± 2.520.007/0.011, N = 6/5Mann--Whitney U test2.35/1.86Somatostatin-IN count (normalized)1.04 ± 0.101.00 ± 0.080.392, N = 6/5Mann--Whitney U testnaDAPI density PrLC (normalized)0.93 ± 0.041.00 ± 0.040.158, N = 6/5Mann--Whitney U testnaCalbindin-IN count (normalized)0.75 ± 0.121.00 ± 0.050.027, N = 6/5Mann--Whitney U test1.2PV-VGAT-positive boutons PrLC (normalized)0.62 ± 0.091.00 ± 0.100.021, N = 6/4Mann--Whitney U test2.02FS-IN bouton density in vitro (µm^−1^)0.086 ± 0.0110.073 ± 0.0090.388, N = 12/10\*Student\'s *t*-testnaFS-IN bouton density in vivo (µm^−1^)0.091 ± 0.0100.093 ± 0.0100.868, N = 16/20\*Student\'s *t*-testnaFS-IN axon length in vitro (mm)1.54 ± 0.142.02 ± 0.270.200, N = 4/4\*Mann--Whitney U testnaAmplitude (pA)50.8 ± 13.3121.1 ± 32.10.011, N = 20/13\*Mann--Whitney U test0.79rise time (ms)0.32 ± 0.020.32 ± 0.030.985, N = 19/13\*Mann--Whitney U testnadecay time constant (ms)5.92 ± 0.405.28 ± 0.280.193, N = 10/11\*Mann--Whitney U testnaonset latency (ms)1.01 ± 0.031.02 ± 0.050.378, N = 19/13\*Mann--Whitney U testnaFS-IN-to-PC uIPSCfailure rate0.32 ± 0.070.08 ± 0.040.015, N = 20/13\*Mann--Whitney U test1.06coefficient of variation0.924 ± 0.1650.426 ± 0.0720.008, N = 17/13\*Mann--Whitney U test0.92skewness−0.262 ± 0.135−0.124 ± 0.1740.503, N = 17/13\*Mann--Whitney U testnapaired-pulse ratio 20/50 ms0.84 ± 0.08/0.85 ± 0.080.89 ± 0.09/0.82 ± 0.030.836/0.937, N = 7/6, 6/6Mann--Whitney U testnamultiple-pulse 50 Hz 10th0.58 ± 0.060.54 ± 0.050.671, N = 8/7\*Student\'s *t*-testnaConnection probability (%)34.612.85.3\*10--29, N = 78/148\*Chi2 testnaNr4 ± 210 ± 20.036, N = 14/11\*Mann--Whitney U test0.87Binomial fittingQr27.6 ± 2.628.5 ± 3.50.831, N = 14/11\*Student\'s *t*-testnaPr0.45 ± 0.070.58 ± 0.060.178, N = 14/11\*Student\'s *t*-testnaamplitude (pA)30.7 ± 2.328.7 ± 3.40.34, N = 15/9\*Mann--Whitney U testnaspEPSCs on FS-INsfrequency (Hz)6.0 ± 1.09.5 ± 1.10.022, N = 15/9\*Student\'s *t*-test1.1coefficient of variation0.75 ± 0.040.75 ± 0.050.596, N = 15/9\*Student\'s *t*-testnaamplitude (pA)17.9 ± 1.118.4 ± 3.00.202, N = 11/13\*Mann--Whitney U testnaspEPSC on PCsfrequency (Hz)3.1 ± 0.42.6 ± 0.40.246, N = 11/13\*Mann--Whitney U testnaamplitude (pA)20.1 ± 1.121.9 ± 1.90.388, N = 24/15\*Student\'s *t*-testnamIPSC on PCsfrequency (Hz)0.74 ± 0.141.18 ± 0.230.025, N = 24/15\*Mann--Whitney U test0.57[^1]

To test for schizophrenia-associated symptoms we assessed context representation and learning ([@bib48]) and examined spatial reference and working memory in the radial arm water maze ([@bib26]). Both groups showed identical spatial learning and numbers of working memory errors ([Figure 1E--G](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed intact working memory of Disc1 mice in a delayed match-to-sample and a spontaneous alternation task ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, Disc1 mice could normally learn reward rules in a spatial extra-dimensional paradigm-shifting task ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). This test resembles features of the Wisonsin card sorting test, in which schizophrenia patients typically show deficits ([@bib27]). Finally, Disc1 mice had no abnormalities in anxiety or sociability ([Figure 1---figure supplements 3, 4](#fig1s3 fig1s4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, Disc1 mice showed a specific phenotype broadly interpreted as depression-related behavioural despair ([@bib30]; [@bib43]).

Synchrony of gamma oscillations is markedly reduced in Disc1 mice {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

PrlC integrates information from cortical and subcortical regions to exert higher-level control of behaviour including the decision to execute actions ([@bib50]) and the regulation of mood ([@bib6]), both of which are impaired in depression ([@bib9]). We therefore hypothesized that PrlC dysfunction may be involved in the emergence of behavioural despair of Disc1 mice. By using antibody labelling against the immediate early gene cFos as a marker of neurons which underwent enhanced activity, we found that TST increased the number of cFos-positive cells in the PrlC compared to baseline in the home cage in both Disc1 and control mice, indicating that the PrlC is involved in controlling behavioural despair ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The elevation of cFos-positive cells by TST occurred in both, Disc1 as well as control mice, suggesting that no major differences in PrlC activation upon exposure to TST may exist between genotypes ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.04979.009Figure 2.Behavioural despair of Disc1 mice correlates with impairment in theta and low-gamma oscillations in the PrlC.(**A**) TST activates cFos in PrlC independent from genotype (fold increase Disc1: 3.92 ± 1.54, *n* = 4; control: 4.78 ± 1.07, *n* = 3). (**B**) LFP recording during TST. Enhanced freezing of Disc1 mice is preserved in the electrode-implanted cohort (52.2 ± 5.8 vs 29.4 ± 4.0, *n* = 8, 6). M1,2: motor cortex, Cg: cingulate cortex. (**C** and **D**) Reduced power of Disc1 mice in the theta (0.11 ± 0.03 vs 0.29 ± 0.04 mV^2^\*10^−3^) and low-gamma band (0.11 ± 0.02 vs 0.29 ± 0.04 mV^2^\*10^−3^, n = 8, 6). Insets: filtered traces. (**E**) Oscillation amplitudes over frequency. (**F**) Oscillatory defects are observed in the home cage (theta: 0.10 ± 0.02 vs 0.18 ± 0.04 mV^2^\*10^−3^, gamma: 0.12 ± 0.02 vs 0.22 ± 0.03 mV^2^\*10^−3^, n = 8, 6). (**G**) Theta and low-gamma power correlate with TST freezing duration (theta: r = −0.6923, p = 0.0061; low-gamma: r = −0.79, p = 0.0008) but not with home cage immobility (r = −0.029, r = −0.222). Black lines: linear fits. (**H**) Home cage low-gamma but not theta can predict TST freezing (gamma: r = −0.569, theta: r = −0.440). (**I**) Low-gamma activity in Disc1 PrlC is impaired during UP-states in anesthesia (0.6 ± 0.1 vs 1.1 ± 0.2 mV^2^\*10^−3^, *n* = 11, 7). (**J**) Top, cross-correlation of LFP simultaneously recorded in hippocampus and PrlC suggests that theta oscillations are driven by hippocampus (peak lag: 36.5 ± 20.9 vs 35.3 ± 14.3 ms, *n* = 5, 4). Bottom, hippocampal theta power is impaired in Disc1 mice (0.87 ± 0.23 vs 4.14 ± 1.54 mV^2^\*10^−3^, *n* = 4, 3, p = 0.01). \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.01. Data are mean ± SEM, circles are individual mice.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.009](10.7554/eLife.04979.009)10.7554/eLife.04979.010Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Unchanged hippocampal-prefrontal theta coherence.(**A**) Average coherence during TST and baseline revealed a sharp peak in the delta frequency range in both genotypes. Solid lines are mean, shaded areas SEM. (**B**) There is no difference in the average coherence (6--12 Hz) between Disc1 and control mice (*n* = 4 Disc1, 3 control mice). Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.010](10.7554/eLife.04979.010)10.7554/eLife.04979.011Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Low-gamma defect in the PrlC of Disc1 mice does not depend on the behavioral state during TST.(**A**) Average power spectral density in the PrlC of Disc1 (green) and control mice (black) during freezing (left) and movement (right). (**B**) Summary plots of mean low-gamma power revelas significantly impaired power during both behavioral states. (*n* = 8 Disc1, 6 control mice). Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.011](10.7554/eLife.04979.011)

In humans and rodents activity in the PrlC becomes synchronized during various behavioural states ([@bib45]; [@bib32]). We therefore speculated that Disc1 truncation might cause changes in rhythmic activity patterns rather than gross activity levels in the PrlC. To test for this possibility, we recorded local field potentials (LFPs) in the PrlC of behaving mice ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Longer freeze times of Disc1 mice were apparent in the electrode-implanted sample (8 Disc1 and 6 control mice, p = 0.0041; [Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) similar to non-implanted Disc1 mice. During TST, Disc1 mice showed reduced normalized power and amplitude in the theta (6--12 Hz, p = 0.012 and p = 0.001, respectively) and low-gamma (30--50 Hz, p = 0.003 and p = 0.002, respectively) but not high gamma band (80--100 Hz, p = 0.11 and p = 0.239, respectively; [Figure 2C--E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Oscillations were similarly impaired during home cage exploration ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These observations were independent of the behavioral state and present during movement and passive coping ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). When data from Disc1 and control mice were pooled, theta and low-gamma power linearly correlated with freeze duration in TST (theta~TST~ p = 0.0061 and low-gamma~TST~ p = 0.0007, respectively; [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, left) but not with immobility in the home cage (theta~baseline~ p = 0.829 and low-gamma~baseline~ p = 0.782, respectively; [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, right), showing that reduced synchrony of theta and low-gamma oscillations impairs TST-specific cortical processing rather than alterations in general locomotion. Moreover, low-gamma but not theta power in the home cage could significantly predict TST freeze duration when Disc1 and control data were pooled (p = 0.033, p = 0.114, respectively; [Figure 2H](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that local low-gamma power correlates with defects of the intrinsic function of the prefrontal network irrespective of the animal\'s behaviour. Recordings of spontaneous low-gamma oscillations during UP states under anaesthesia ([@bib15]) confirmed the independence of low-gamma power from behaviour-dependent brain state ([Figure 2I](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Jointly these data suggest that defective theta~TST~ and low-gamma~TST+baseline~ are correlated with behavioural despair of Disc1 mice.

We next examined the mechanisms underlying oscillatory impairments in Disc1 PrlC. Prefrontal theta oscillations are driven by the hippocampus ([@bib37]; [@bib38]) whereas gamma activity patterns are generated by synaptic interactions between GABAergic FS-INs and glutamatergic PCs in local neuronal networks ([@bib1]; [@bib44]). Consistent with the hippocampal drive of theta oscillations to the PrlC, cross-correlation analysis of theta-filtered signals in simultaneous LFP recordings from dorsal CA1 and PrlC revealed a ∼30 ms peak time lag in both Disc1 and control mice ([Figure 2J](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with the intact working memory of Disc1 mice, for which high synchrony of theta oscillations between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex is required ([@bib18]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]), coherence in the theta band was comparable between genotypes ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). However, theta power was markedly reduced in CA1 of Disc1 mice ([Figure 2J](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the prefrontal theta power deficit may be caused by a theta dysfunction in the hippocampus.

Number of parvalbumin-positive interneurons is reduced in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To obtain deeper insight into the pathophysiology of Disc1-associated behavioural despair, we next focussed on the mechanisms underlying impaired low-gamma oscillations in the PrlC because human depression patients show reduced low-gamma activity in frontal regions ([@bib22]). Our cFos labelling suggested that TST directly activated the PrlC network ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and that local PrlC mechanisms may contribute to the TST phenotype of Disc1 mice. The PrlC of Disc1 mice contained significantly fewer PV-positive INs (∼40% reduction, p = 0.0037, 9 Disc1 and 8 control mice, [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). A similar reduction in PV-positive cells was observed in CA1 (∼40%; p = 0.022) but not in the ventro-orbital cortex (p = 0.375; [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). PV-positive cells of both genotypes expressed Disc1 ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the number of somatostatin-expressing INs (p = 0.392) and total cell density (DAPI area, p = 0.158) were unchanged ([Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Studies on schizophrenia patients suggested that PV-expression might be down-regulated in FS-INs ([@bib16]). However, detection of PV immunoreactivity in electrophysiologically identified FS-INs in PrlC slices did not depend on the genotype (Disc1: 9/16 cells; control: 10/19 cells; [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3---figure supplement 3](#fig3s3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the number of INs expressing calbindin, a marker for FS-INs partially coexpressed with PV ([@bib23]), was reduced in the Disc1 PrlC in vivo (∼25% reduction, p = 0.027, 6 Disc1 and 5 control mice, [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), supporting our conclusion of reduced PV-cell quantity rather than PV content of FS-INs. Finally, the frequency of miniature IPSCs (mIPSCs) recorded in PCs was significantly reduced in the PrlC of Disc1 mice, consistent with a loss of PV-positive cells (p = 0.025, 24 Disc1 and 15 control cells; [Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). These data further suggested a lack of mechanisms compensating for the reduced PV cell population.10.7554/eLife.04979.012Figure 3.Loss of FS-INs and their output synapses in the Disc1 PrlC.(**A**) Reduction of PV but not somatostatin-positive INs in the PrlC of Disc1 mice (normalized count PV: 0.69 ± 0.08 vs 1.00 ± 0.04, *n* = 9 Disc1, 8 control mice, p = 0.0037; somatostatin: 1.04 ± 0.10 vs 1.00 ± 0.08, *n* = 6, 5, p = 392). (**B**) Total cell density quantified from DAPI area is unchanged (normalized density: 0.93 ± 0.04 vs 1.00 ± 0.04, *n* = 6, 5 mice, p = 0.158). (**C**) FS-INs of Disc1 and control mice express PV (*n* = 25, 29 cells). (**D**) Expression of the FS-IN marker calbindin is reduced in Disc1 PrlC (0.75 ± 0.12 vs 1.00 ± 0.05, *n* = 6, 5 mice, p = 0.027). (**E**) Frequency of mIPSCs recorded in PCs was significantly reduced in the Disc1 PrlC (0.73 ± 0.14 vs 1.18 ± 0.23 Hz, n = 24, 5 cells, p = 0.025). (**F**) Fewer PV-VGAT-coexpressing boutons in Disc1 mice (normalized count 0.62 ± 0.09 vs 1.00 ± 0.10, *n* = 6, 4 mice, p = 0.021). (**G**) Identical bouton density of intracellularly labelled FS-INs in vitro (0.09 ± 0.01 vs 0.07 ± 0.01 µm^−1^, *n* = 12, 10, p = 0.388) and PV-positive cells in vivo (0.09 ± 0.01 vs 0.09 ± 0.01 µm^−1^, *n* = 16, 20, p = 0.868). \*p *\<* 0.05, \*\*p *\<* 0.01. Scale bars: **A**, **B**, **C** (left), **D**: 100 µm, **E**: 25 µm, **C** (right): 10 µm. Data are mean ± SEM, circles individual mice or cells (**C** and **F**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.012](10.7554/eLife.04979.012)10.7554/eLife.04979.013Figure 3---figure supplement 1.PV-positive INs are lost throughout cortical layers in the Disc1 PrlC.(**A**) Immunohistochemical staining of PV in the PrlC of a Disc1 and a control mouse. Scale bar: 100 µm. Right, quantification revealed reduced PV cell counts in layers 2/3 and 5 (*n* = 6 Disc1, 5 control mice). (**B** and **C**) Reduction of PV cells in the hippocampus but not ventro-orbital cortex of Disc1 mice. Pcl: pyramidal cell layer. \*p \< 0.05, \*\*p \< 0.02. Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.013](10.7554/eLife.04979.013)10.7554/eLife.04979.014Figure 3---figure supplement 2.PV-positive INs express Disc 1.Confocal image stack of DAPI, PV and Disc1 stained-sections demonstrated expression of Disc1 in PV-positive neurons in the PrlC of Disc1 and control mice. Images are representative for 35 PV/Disc1-positive cells (of 39 tested PV-expressing neurons) in Disc1 PrlC and 15 PV/Disc1-positive cells (of 15 tested) in ctrl PrlC. p = 0.832. Image size: 20 µm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.014](10.7554/eLife.04979.014)10.7554/eLife.04979.015Figure 3---figure supplement 3.Electrophysiological characteristics of FS-INs.(**A**) In vitro whole-cell patch clamp recording from a FS-IN. Infrared-differential interference contrast microscopical image reveals small and round soma shape of a FS-IN surrounded by larger PC somata. (**B**) FS-INs can be identified by the kinetic properties of single action potentials. Shown are superimposed examples of a single action potential of a FS-IN (blue), a non-FS-IN (red), and a morphologically identified PC (grey). FS-INs fire briefer spikes than the other cell types. (**C**) FS-INs respond to long-lasting somatic suprathreshold current injection (1 s) with a characteristic non-adapting, high-frequency train of action potentials. Non-FS-INs and PCs show varying degrees of accomodation and/or adaptation. (**D**) Adaptation coefficient defined as the first interspike interval of a train divided by the last one was used to separate FS-INs (coefficient \>0.6, *n* = 59 Disc1, 72 control cells) from non-FS-INs (\<0.6). Note, FS-INs in Disc1 and control PrlC show similar adaptation coefficients.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.015](10.7554/eLife.04979.015)10.7554/eLife.04979.016Figure 3---figure supplement 4.Morphological characteristics of FS-INs.(**A**) Axon reconstructions of FS-INs revealed dense axonal plexus. Asterisks mark som position (not shown). (**B**) FS-INs form perisomatic boutons on their target cells. Asterisks indicate soma positions of putative PCs. This example is depicted from a control mouse. (**C**) Disc1 and control FS-INs had similar total axon lengths. Data are mean ± SEM. *n* = 4 cells each group.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.016](10.7554/eLife.04979.016)

The loss of FS-INs was paired with an equal reduction in the number of their PV/VGAT-coexpressing terminals (∼40% reduction, p = 0.021, 6 Disc1 and 4 control mice, [Figure 3F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Three-dimensional reconstructions of FS-INs revealed no difference in bouton density on FS-IN axons ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, we detected comparable bouton densities on PV-positive axons in the PrlC of both genotypes in vivo ([Figure 3G](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and indistinguishable axon lengths from reconstructed cells in vitro ([Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the amount of PV-positive FS-INs and their synapses is reduced by ∼40% in the Disc1 PrlC.

Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether altered synaptic transmission of local FS-INs might contribute to the low-gamma defect, we recorded from layer 5 FS-INs and PCs in acute prefrontal slices ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Paired recordings from synaptically connected FS-INs and postsynaptic PCs revealed a strong reduction in the amplitude of unitary inhibitory postsynaptic currents (uIPSCs) in Disc1 PrlC (∼60% reduction, p = 0.012, 20 and 13 pairs, respectively; [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This decline in synaptic inhibition was not caused by a reduced connection probability with distance among communicating partners because inter-somatic distances between pre- and postsynaptic cells were identical (\<60 µm; see 'Material and methods'; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.04979.017Figure 4.Output and input signalling of FS-INs are impaired in the Disc1 PrlC.(**A**) Paired recordings of FS-INs and PCs revealed a reduction in uIPSC amplitude in the PrlC of Disc1 mice (50.8 ± 13.3 vs 121.1 ± 32.1, *n* = 20, 13 pairs, p = 0.012) but enhanced connection probability (35.4 vs 11.5%, *n* = 65, 122 simultaneous recordings, p \< 0.001). Scale, 100 µm. Middle, confocal images of the pairs. (**B**) Amplitude distributions of uIPSCs of a Disc1 and control pair. Lines represent best fit results obtained by multiple probability compound binomial analysis. (**C**) *Nr* but not *Qr* or *Pr* are reduced at Disc1 FS-IN synapses (*Nr*: 4 ± 2 vs 10 ± 2, p = 0.036; *Qr*: 27.6 ± 2.6 vs 28.5 ± 3.5, p = 0.831; *Pr*: 0.45 ± 0.07 vs 0.58 ± 0.06, p = 0.340, *n* = 14, 11 pairs). (**D**) Left, superimposed single traces of a Disc1 and control pair. Failure rate, coefficient of variation, and skewness of uIPSCs support reduced *Nr* (0.32 ± 0.07 vs 0.08 ± 0.04, p = 0.015, 0.92 ± 0.17 vs 0.43 ± 0.07, p = 0.008, −0.262 ± 0.135 vs −0.124 ± 0.174, p = 0.503, respectively, *n* = 17--20, 13 pairs). (**E**) Reduced frequency of spEPSCs in Disc1 FS-INs (6.0 ± 1.0 vs 9.5 ± 1.1 Hz, p = 0.022, *n* = 15, 9) but not PCs (3.1 ± 0.4 vs 2.6 ± 0.4, p = 0.246, *n* = 11, 13). (**F**) Unchanged spEPSC amplitudes (FS-INs: 30.7 ± 2.3 vs 28.7 ± 3.4 pA, p = 0.340, n = 15, 9 cells; PCs: 17.9 ± 1.1 vs 18.4 ± 3.0 pA, p = 0.246, n = 11, 13 paris). \*p *\<* 0.05, \#p *\<* 0.001. Data are mean ± SEM, circles individual cells.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.017](10.7554/eLife.04979.017)10.7554/eLife.04979.018Figure 4---figure supplement 1.Recording depths and axonal distance between pairs of synaptically connected neurons are similar in Disc1 and control FS-IN to PC recordings.(**A**) Amplitude of uIPSCs is plotted against distance of the recorded soma from the pial surface. Broken line indicates border between layer 2/3 and 5. There is no correlation between uIPSC amplitude and the anatomical depth of the presynaptic (left) or postsynaptic (right) neuron in FS-IN to PC paired recordings in acute prefrontal slices. (**B**) Synaptic latency was defined as the time between the maximal point of rise of the presynaptic action potential and the onset of the postsynaptic uIPSC. Paired recordings in Disc1 and control slices show similar mean synaptic latencies (Disc1: 1.0 ± 0.03 ms vs control 1.0 ± 0.05 ms, p = 0.379, n = 19 Disc1, 13 control pairs), suggesting similar axonal distance between pre- and postsynaptic partners under the assumption of similar conduction velocities of action potentials and similar transmitter release periods. (**C**) Failure rate did not depend on the distance (expressed as synaptic latency) between pre- and postsynaptic cells (r = −0.04, p = 0.825). Bars represent mean ± SEM, circles represent individual data points.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.018](10.7554/eLife.04979.018)10.7554/eLife.04979.019Figure 4---figure supplement 2.Bootstrapping analysis reveals small errors in the estimation of synaptic parameters with binomial fitting.(**A**) Examples of bootstrapping of the original data from the Disc1 paired recording shown in [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Bootstrap replications (n = 100) of the original data set were fitted in identical manner as the original data shown in [Figure 4B,C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) Summary graphs of the synaptic parameters Nr, Pr and Qr for bootstrapping results of all pairs revealed a difference in Nr but nor Qr or Pr. Note the small errors in the estimate of all three parameters obtained. Bars represent mean ± SEM. \*p \< 0.05.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.019](10.7554/eLife.04979.019)10.7554/eLife.04979.020Figure 4---figure supplement 3.Identical dynamic and kinetic properties of uIPSCs at FS-IN output synapses.(**A**) Paired-pulse modulation in FS-IN-to-PC paired recordings was was determined from dual pulse stimulation (inter-pulse interval 20 or 50 ms) in paired recordings. Two presynaptic action potentials were evoked in the FS-IN at 20 ms and 50 ms inter-pulse interval. Amplitudes of uIPSCs were measured from the preceding baseline and the paired-pulse ratio (uIPSC~2~/uIPSC~1~) was quantified. (**B**) Summary of paired-pulse experiments show no significant difference in short-term dynamics of uIPSCs between both genotypes (20 ms, p = 0.836, *n* = 7 Disc1, 6 control pairs, 50 ms, p = 0.037, *n* = 6, 6). (**C** and **D**) Analysis of multiple-pulse modulation of uIPSCs elicited by trains of action potentials (10 pulses, 50 Hz) in paired recordings revealed identical modulation across genotypes (10^th^ uIPSC/1^st^ uIPSC, p = 0.671, n = 8, 7). (**E**) Determination of kinetic properties of uIPSCs. The solid lines represent biexponential fits to the decay phase of the average uIPSC. (**F**) Neither the 20--80% rise time (p = 0.985, n = 19, 13) nor the decay time constant (p = 0.193, n = 10, 11) differed between genotypes. Inner graphs shows the amplitude-scaled fits to the decay phase shown in **E**. Data are mean ± SEM.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.020](10.7554/eLife.04979.020)10.7554/eLife.04979.021Figure 4---figure supplement 4.Unaltered Q at Disc1 FS-IN-to-PC synapses.(**A**) Recordings of mIPSCs in PCs revealed identical amplitudes in Disc1 and control cells (N = 24, 15, p = 0.388). (**B**) Direct recording of quantal uIPSCs at FS-IN-to-PC synapses revealed identical Q. Quantal release was evoked in pairs in an extracellular medium containing SrCl~2~. Quantal uIPSCs are visible as asynchronous events following a presynaptic action potential train. (**C**) Superimposed average quantal uIPSCs. (**D**) Simulation of apparent *N* as a function of *p*. As a result of the quantification of *Q* shown in **B** and **C**, *Q* was set to 11 pA in these calculations. Independent of the value of *p*, *N* at Disc1 FS-IN output synapses is always smaller than at control pairs. \*p \< 0.05.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.021](10.7554/eLife.04979.021)10.7554/eLife.04979.022Figure 4---figure supplement 5.Similar fluctuation of spEPSCs at Disc1 and control FS-IN inputs.Superimposed individual spEPSCs are shown for a representative FS-IN recording in Disc1 and control PrlC slices. Note the similar variability in the amplitude of the input spEPSCs, quantified as the coefficient of variation (p = 0.596, n = 15, 9 cells).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.022](10.7554/eLife.04979.022)

To determine which of the synaptic parameters, number of release sites (*Nr*), quantal size (*Qr*) and release probability (*Pr*), may contribute to the reduction in uIPSC size, we used multiple probability-compound binomial analysis ([@bib20]) ([Figure 4B,C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). *Nr* but not *Qr* or *Pr* was reduced in Disc1 pairs by ∼60% (p = 0.036, p = 0.831, p = 0.178, 14 and 11 pairs, respectively; [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Bootstrapping demonstrated that errors in the parameter estimation were similar to previous reports ([@bib20]) ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). Failure rate and coefficient of variation of uIPSCs were higher in Disc1 pairs (p = 0.015 and p = 0.008, respectively; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the skewness was unchanged (p = 0.503, [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), confirming a change in *Nr* rather than *Pr* ([@bib19]). Paired-pulse behaviour and kinetic properties of uIPSCs did not depend on the genotype, further excluding altered *Pr* or somatodendritic synapse location, respectively ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}). Amplitudes of quantal IPSCs recorded in the presence of extracellular 5.5 mM strontium were not significantly different between genotypes (4 and 5 pairs; p = 0.195). Moreover, mIPSCs had similar mean size in PCs located in the PrlC of Disc1 and control mice, further confirming similar *Qr* (24 and 15 cells, p = 0.388; [Figure 4---figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, Disc1 FS-INs form ∼60% fewer release sites per target PC, resulting in an according reduction of unitary inhibitory strength. How can the contradiction between similar numbers of axonal release sites per FS-IN but fewer synaptic contacts per FS-IN-to-PC connection in Disc1 PrlC be reconciled? Interestingly, connection probability defined as the probability to record from connected FS-IN-to-PC pairs was ∼threefold higher in Disc1 mice (Disc1: 35.4%, control: 11.5%, p \< 0.001; [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that redistribution of release sites at the expense of individual connection strength might contribute to low-gamma defects.

Recruitment of FS-INs by local excitatory collaterals is an important requirement for the generation of gamma oscillations ([@bib44]). We therefore examined FS-IN excitation by glutamatergic synapses ([Figure 4E,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic current (spEPSC) was strongly reduced (p = 0.022, 15 Disc1 and 9 control cells). In contrast the mean amplitude and coefficient of variation of spEPSCs were unchanged (p = 0.34 and p = 0.596, respectively; [Figure 4E,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 5](#fig4s5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting reduced PC-to-FS-IN connectivity rather than changes in *Nr*, *Qr* or *Pr*. SpEPSC frequency in PCs was unaffected ([Figure 4E,F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, synaptic excitation particularly of FS-INs is impaired and may contribute to low-gamma defects in Disc1 PrlC.

Computational analysis reveals the parameters underlying reduced gamma synchrony in a Disc1 neuronal network model {#s2-5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the Disc1 PrlC fewer FS-INs redistribute their weaker outputs to a higher number of PCs and receive fewer glutamatergic inputs. To address whether these alterations influence the synchrony of low-gamma oscillations, we designed computational neuronal network models with synaptically connected FS-INs and PCs and compared scenarios with experimentally-driven synaptic properties and connectivities from Disc1 and control prefrontal cortices ([@bib46]) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Both network models generated synchronous low-gamma activity patterns ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These oscillations were generated by a recurrent PC → FS-IN → PC network over a broad range of excitatory drives provided to both FS-INs and PCs ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with current theories on the generation of gamma rhythms in cortical networks ([@bib44]). Consistent with gamma oscillations in prefrontal areas of rodents ([@bib24]) and monkeys ([@bib49]), INs discharged at higher rates than PCs (mean f~AP~; [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Spike histograms as well as LFP analogs demonstrated high synchrony of low-gamma activity in the control network model ([Figure 5B,C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; black). In contrast, reduced synchrony of low-gamma emerged in the Disc1 circuit ([Figure 5B,C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; green; [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Precise timing of PC activity was proposed an important requirement for information processing ([@bib45]). Cross-correlation analysis of FS-IN and PC discharges and quantification of PC spike times in relation to FS-IN activity revealed that spike timing fidelity of PCs was high in the control but strongly reduced in the Disc 1 network model ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). These findings were robust over a wide range of excitatory regimes ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.04979.023Figure 5.Disc1-mediated circuit changes impair low-gamma power in a network model.(**A**) Schematic of network structure, cellular and synaptic properties of the control (black) and Disc1 circuit (green). (**B**) After synapses are enabled (arrowhead), networks synchronize in the low-gamma range. From top to bottom: Raster plots representing action potentials; binned spike frequencies; LFPs; power of firing rates. (**C**) Cross-correlation of PC and FS-IN activity and power under different regimes of Poisson-distributed excitatory drives. Arrows point to simulation in (**B**). Inset, PC-FS-IN spike cross-correlogram. (**D**) Effects of separate Disc1-induced circuit changes on low-gamma power. Left, effect of fewer FS-INs at different PC population sizes. Middle, reduced feedback excitation expressed as connection probability (P~con~) for different E-I quantal conductances (qg). Right, redistribution of inhibitory synapses (reduction of release sites/connection with proportional increase in P~con~ I-E for networks with different mean connection probabilities). Shaded bars indicate control and Disc1 parameters. Filled squares represent the default network. (**E**) Low-gamma power depends on the strength of the Disc1 phenotype. Dashed line: reduced N~FS-IN~ and P~con~ EI. Continuous line: additional redistribution of inhibitory synapses. \*p \< 0.05, \#p \< 0.001.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.023](10.7554/eLife.04979.023)10.7554/eLife.04979.024Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Characteristics of Disc1 and control low-gamma oscillations at different excitatory drives.(**A**) Control (black) and Disc1 (green) network activity was quantified by means of the LFP (left) and the average discharge rate (right) at different excitation strengths. Excitatory drive was modelled as Poisson-distributed excitatory postsynaptic conductances. A variable fraction of the PC population (0--50%) received excitatory inputs at 0.6 kHz. In contrast, 80% of the FS-INs were excited at varying mean frequencies (0.4--1 kHz). Top left, during conditions of strong excitation of FS-INs and weak excitation of PCs, oscillation frequency was high (\>60 Hz) because FS-INs were highly active and PCs were silent. This corresponds to a gamma rhythm mediated by a network of mutually connected FS-INs (interneuron gamma (ING)-mechanism). Shifting the excitation away from the FS-INs and recruiting more PCs reduced the oscillation frequency and established a gamma rhythm mediated by recurrent PC-IN connections (pyramidal-interneuron gamma (PING)-mechanism). Bottom left, highest power of gamma activity was observed in the PING regime, where most of the analysis was performed (see [Figure 5C--E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). (**B**) Top, schematic illustrating the *PC sync* measure as a quantification of PC spike timing relative to FS-IN activity ('Materials and methods'). Bottom, in the PING regime (high PC drive, low FS-IN drive), PCs in the control network display much higher spike time fidelity than Disc1 PCs.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.024](10.7554/eLife.04979.024)10.7554/eLife.04979.025Table 2.Summary of default paramters defining intrinsic and synaptic properties in network models**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.04979.025](10.7554/eLife.04979.025)SynapseP~con~ (%)P~con~ Disc1 (%)Sd~con~ (IN--IN spacings)gq (mS cm^−2^)NrNr Disc1τ~rise~ (ms)τ~decay~ (ms)E~syn~ (mV)g~gap~ (nS)IN-IN2050300.0051040.152−600.01IN-PC1025300.021040.25.5−60--PC-IN106.5200.01550.110--exc. Drive0.05110.120--[^2]

Finaly, we isolated the identified changes in Disc1 PrlC (reduced FS-IN number, diminished local feedback excitation, and redistribution of inhibitory contacts) and examined their individual influence on low-gamma power ([Figure 5D,E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Reducing FS-IN number and their feedback excitation to experimentally defined Disc1 values resulted in a cumulative decline of low-gamma power ([Figure 5D,E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, redistribution of FS-IN output synapses, which reproduced reduced unitary inhibitory strength and enhanced connectivity, improved network synchrony but failed to lift it to control levels ([Figure 5E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; p \< 0.001). Taken together, these data propose that loss of FS-INs, their reduced recruitment and diminished inhibitory output strength jointly result in an impairment of low-gamma synchrony in the PrlC.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Our results demonstrate that a mutation in a high risk gene for depression, the *DISC1* truncation correlates with reduced synchrony of theta and low-gamma oscillations in the PrlC. Notably and in line with the intact working memory of Disc1 mice ([@bib38]), phase-locking between hippocampal and prefrontal regions was unchanged. In contrast, our results suggest that reduced low-gamma synchrony in the PrlC may contribute to enhanced immobility of Disc1 mice, interpreted as depression-related behaviour ([@bib30]; [@bib43]), and the extent of synchrony reduction predicted the magnitude of the phenotype. The mean Disc1 phenotype differed mildly but significantly from controls which can be largely explained by the high inter-individual variability in behaviour. We identified impaired synaptic excitatory input and inhibitory output of PV-FS-INs in the Disc1 PrlC as a strong candidate mechanism underlying low-gamma defects. Thus, truncation of *DISC1* in human patients may contribute to the development of depression by affecting anatomical and physiological properties of prefrontal PV-FS-INs.

Our conclusions fit to the key role of FS-INs in the generation of fast network oscillations in cortical networks ([@bib4]). Single cell recordings during spontaneous gamma oscillations in vivo ([@bib24]; [@bib29]) and during pharmacologically induced gamma activity patterns in vitro ([@bib14]) revealed that strength of perisomatic inhibition and timed synaptic feedback excitation of FS-INs are key parameters setting gamma synchrony in healthy cortical networks, including the PrlC ([@bib13]) and the hippocampus ([@bib14]). Furthermore, optophysiological activation or silencing of PV-IN populations result in the enhancement or suppression of gamma power in the prefrontal cortex in vivo, respectively ([@bib40]). Similarly, recruitment of FS-INs by activating PC assemblies increases gamma power in the somatosensory cortex ([@bib4]). Thus, the observed reduced excitatory input to FS-INs, which may cause diminished recruitment of these cells, as well as the impaired synaptic output of FS-INs will ultimately result in a loss of gamma synchrony. Gamma synchrony is also sensitive against changes in strength of gap coupling among FS-INs ([@bib2]). Whether this synaptic property is altered in Disc1 mice would need further investigations. Our conclusions fit also to recent investigations in cortical slice preparations from mouse models for psychiatric disorders caused by mutations of genes encoding the Lysophosphatidic acid 1 receptor ([@bib7]), neuregulin-1 or ErbB4 receptor ([@bib11]). Impairment of pharmacologically induced gamma activity in these studies correlated with a marked loss of cortical PV-expressing cells. Although the mechanisms underlying the loss of synchronous gamma oscillations were not examined in these investigations, they indicate that excitation-inhibition imbalance may be the pathophysiological mechanism.

PV-cells are expressed throughout the brain raising the question of specificity of the observed Disc1 effects for the prefrontal cortex. The number of PV-positive cells was also reduced in CA1 but unaltered in the ventro-orbital cortex, suggesting that PV cell defects similar to the ones identified in the PrlC occur in some but not necessarily all brain regions containing PV cells. Thus, in depth investigations are required to understand brain area-specific differences in Disc1 effects.

What cellular mechanisms might explain the structural and functional reorganization of the Disc1 PrlC? Studies of Disc1 protein interactions indicate a central role in developmental processes such as morphological differentiation and neuronal migration ([@bib28]; [@bib8]). Recent examinations established a direct link between Disc1 and axon growth. Disc1 knockout resulted in reduced axon elongation in cultured hippocampal cells ([@bib36]). Neurotrophin-3 signaling via phosphorylation of extracellular signal related kinase 1/2 (ERK-1/2) is a crucial regulator of axon development, and Disc1 knockdown has been shown to abolish this phosphorylation ([@bib36]). Recent findings in the hippocampus further suggest a role for Disc1 in axonal path-finding. The axons of dentate gyrus granule cells, the mossy fibers, were redistributed from their normal location in strata lucidum and oriens towards the PC layer of CA3 in a mouse model expressing truncated Disc1 [@bib10]). Disc1 is highly expressed in the developing brain ([@bib28]; [@bib34]), highlighting its likely role in neuronal maturation and network wiring. Although no reports specifically for GABAergic axons exist, these results suggest that the effects of *DISC1* truncation are not PC-specific but may also affect FS-IN axons during development. Finally, Disc1 is required for the migration of IN precursors from the ganglionic eminences to the cortex ([@bib42]). Therefore, truncated *DISC1* might cause a migratory block of FS-INs, which could lead to the observed reduced PV cell numbers in the adult prefrontal cortex of this study.

Given the limited efficacy of current anti-depressive medication, deciphering the mechanisms underlying network defects caused by mutations of *DISC1* or other 'risk genes' will be a crucial step towards new treatment options.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Behaviour {#s4-1}
---------

All animal experimentation was in agreement with national legislation (approved by the *Regierungspräsidium Freiburg*). During behavioural tests, adult Disc1 mice ([@bib35]) (\>5 weeks) were housed with 2--5 animals per cage. Animals were accustomed to handling in daily sessions for at least two days prior to experimentation. For TST, the tail of the mice was fixed with tape to a horizontal bar at ∼25 cm height. Movement was recorded with an IP camera. All mice were tested once. The forced swim test was performed in a 2 l glass beaker filled with 1 l tap water. Both tests lasted 6 min. For open field analysis, the mice were placed in a 30 × 30 cm arena and videotaped for 10 min. Two regions of interest of identical area (center, periphery) were defined. The percentage time spent in both regions and the total distance travelled were quantified. To test for anhedonia, mice were housed individually with two drinking bottles per cage, one containing 1% sucrose solution, the other tap water. Liquid consumption from both bottles was measured after 48 hr. Prior to this test, mice were kept on a two-bottle paradigm for 2--5 days. The position of the sucrose containing flask was chosen randomly for each cage. Spatial reference and spatial working memory were tested in a radial 6-arm water maze in a bathing pool (120 cm diameter). The water (19--21°C) was whitened with non-toxic tempera colour. Mice were released from a random start arm and allowed to find the hidden platform within 1.5 min. After this time window mice were guided to the platform by the experimenter. Animals were allowed to rest on the platform for 15 s. Four runs per day were performed for 5 days with fixed target and random starting arm locations. After the last run a probe trial was conducted with the platform removed from the maze. Arm entry detection and tracking of movement was performed automatically with custom-made ImageJ routines based on MTrack2 and Python routines. Spatial reference memory errors were defined as entries in non-target arms and spatial working memory errors as re-entries in previously explored non-target arms within a trial. A match-to-place task was performed in a 3-arm water maze with a start arm, a target arm with hidden platform, and a non-target arm. Each mouse first underwent a 30 s extinction trial with only start arm and non-target arm open. After a 30 s inter-trial interval, the mouse was put back in the start arm, this time with both arms accessible (sample trial). Animals were allowed to find the platform within 1.5 min and were guided to the platform in case they failed to perform the task. Mice rested on the platform for 15 s upon arrival. Finally, after another 30 s inter-trial interval, the match trial task was conducted similarly to the sample trial. A trial was defined as correct if the mouse first entered the target arm in the match trial (3 runs per day for 4 days). The extradimensional paradigm-shifting test was carried out in a Y-maze. Mice were food-restricted for 5 days. During this time, they were trained to search for food reward available at the end of both target arms upon release from the start arm. From day 6 onward, mice received food reward in the right arm ('right correct' task). During all tasks, both target arms were randomly illuminated with LEDs. When mice reached the learning criterion (10 subsequent correct runs or 1 error in 12 runs), the reward rule was switched to 'light on---correct arm'. Learning was measured in 10 subsequent runs and from learning curves computed with the Learning Analysis toolbox ([@bib39]). Social behaviour was measured in a 3-chamber social interaction arena composed of two side chambers and one central chamber (30 × 19 cm each). Both side chambers contained a wire pencil cup. In the first habituation run, mice explore the arena. In the second run, a stranger mouse was placed in one randomly chosen cup (individual run duration 10 min). The total travel distance and time spent in each compartment were quantified. For all tests, animals were randomly chosen and test apparatuses, except the water maze, were cleaned with 70% ethanol between animals.

Surgery for in vivo electrophysiology {#s4-2}
-------------------------------------

Adult animals were anesthetized with isoflurane (induction 3%, maintenance 1--2%) for chronic implantations or urethane (injected intraperitoneally; 2 g/kg urethane in saline) for recordings in fully anesthetized conditions. Mice were fixed in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments) and received O~2~ through a mouthpiece throughout the procedure. Body temperature was kept stable with a heating pad set to 38°C. Stereotaxic coordinates for the PrlC were (from bregma): anterior-posterior: +1.9 to +2 mm, medio-lateral: 2--2.25 mm, and 1.6--1.7 mm forward at 45° from brain surface for anesthetized recordings or +1.9, 0.7--0.8 and 1.9 from brain surface at 10--15° for chronic implantations. CA1 coordinates were from bregma: −2 mm, 1.5 mm and 1.5 mm (PC layer of PC layer/stratum oriens border). Coordinates were determined with a mouse brain atlas. LFPs were recorded in anaesthetized mice with either glass pipettes filled with physiological saline (resistance 0.5--3 MΩ) or tungsten microelectrodes (80 µm tip diameter, HEKA; 5 kHz sampling frequency). LFPs in freely moving mice were recorded with an implanted teflon-insulated platinum or stainless-steel wire (125 µm diameter) fixed with superglue/dental cement mixture. A reference electrode was placed over the parietal cortex or cerebellum. Buprenorphine (0.02--0.03 ml) was injected subcutaneously at the end of the surgery.

The recording site of all animals was identified by perfusing them intracardially (see below) with 4% paraformaldehyd (PFA) after recordings. Brains were sectioned and stained with cresyl violet. In a subset of experiments, animals were sacrificed by decapitation under deep urethane anaesthesia and brains were fixed in 4% PFA for 2--10 days. Horizontal slices were cut (300 µm thickness), washed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and embedded in Mowiol. Recording sites were identified using a light microscope (Zeiss 2FS Plus). Only experiments with identified recording sites in the PrlC or the CA1 pyramidal cell layer to stratum oriens border were used for data analysis.

In vivo electrophysiology and data analysis {#s4-3}
-------------------------------------------

LFPs were measured under anaesthesia with an EPC10 USB amplifier (HEKA) in current clamp mode. A wireless amplifier system (W4, Multichannel Systems) was used for LFPs recordings during behaviour \>2 days after surgery (1 kHz sampling frequency). LFPs were analyzed with open-source MATLAB routines (MathWorks; [www.chronux.com](http://www.chronux.com)). Power spectral density and coherence were computed with the 'multi-taper' functions of the Chronux toolbox using nine data tapers. Power spectra and envelopes were corrected for the 1/f decline in power over frequency by multiplying power at each frequency by frequency ('normalized power'). This normalization did not affect differences in power between genotypes (data not shown). For cross-correlation analysis MATLAB\'s *xcorr* function was used. Gamma envelopes were extracted from the absolute of the Hilbert transform calculated with custom made Python routines.

In vitro electrophysiology and data analysis {#s4-4}
--------------------------------------------

Frontal PrlC slices were cut from 3-to-4 week-old animals as described before ([@bib33]). In paired recordings action potentials were induced in the presynaptic FS-IN with short duration current injection (2 ms) while the postsynaptic PC was monitored in voltage-clamp with a holding potential (V~hold~) set to −70 mV. Only neurons with intersomatic distances \<60 µm were targeted for paired recordings. Recording temperature was 32--34°C. Neurons were judged not connected when repeated (\>20) trials of action potentials in the presynaptic cell did not elicit a postsynaptic signal in the target neuron as monitored at high-resolution settings with an oscilloscope. Only recordings with an access resistance \<25 MΩ were accepted for analysis. Spontaneous EPSCs (spEPSCs) were pharmacologically isolated by bath application of SR95531 (5 µM). Amplitude and time course of mean spEPSCs were analyzed with a threshold-crossing algorithm using Python. Tetrodotoxin (0.5 µM) and kynurenic acid (4 mM) were bath-applied to isolate mIPSCs.

Unbinned uIPSC amplitude distributions were fit with a multiple probability-compound binomial analysis model of release consisting of the sum of Nr Gaussian functions representing 1 to Nr individual independent release sites, thereby following the procedure of ([@bib20]). Free parameters for the procedure were Qr, standard deviation of Qr (SDQr), Pr and Nr with initial boundaries set to 10--50, 3--30, 0.1--0.9 and 1--31, respectively. The step sizes for iteration were 4, 5.4, 0.1 and 3, respectively. For each parameter combination a probability density function was created as a sum of Gaussians with means at Qr\*i and width SDQr\*i for i in range 1 to Nr. Each Gaussian was multiplied with the binomial probability of release at i release sites with a given Pr ([@bib20]). Failures were included as the binomial probability of release at zero sites and set as point zero of the compound probability density function. The best fit of the data was determined with the maximum-likelihood-estimation procedure. To receive confidence intervals of the estimated parameters we performed bootstrap analysis ([@bib20]). For bootstrap analysis the original amplitudes of an experiment were loaded and bootstrap datasets were created from the n data points as n random picks with replacement. Binomial fitting was then performed on the bootstrap data with maximum-likelihood-estimation. The whole procedure was repeated 100- times for each experiment. Quantal uIPSCs were recorded in pairs with extracellular CaCl~2~ replaced with SrCl~2~ (5.5 mM). Asynchronous release was triggered under these conditions by evoking action potential trains (10 pulses, 50 Hz) in the presynaptic neuron. Asychronously released quanta were detected up to 400 ms after the train.

Immunohistochemistry {#s4-5}
--------------------

Mice were deeply anesthetized by brief isoflurane exposure followed by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (0.2 ml of 15 mg/ml solution in water) or urethane (2 g/kg in physiological saline). Surgery was only commenced after pain reflexes had been abolished. Mice were transcardially perfused with PBS for ∼1--2 min, then with 4% PFA for ∼13--30 min (∼3--8 ml/min). Brain was removed and stored in PBS overnight and in a subset of experiments in 4% PFA. Horizontal slices (50 µm) were permeabilized in PBS and 0.4% Triton X-100 (30 min at room temperature), blocked in PBS and 0.2% Triton X-100 and 4% normal goat serum (NGS) for 30 min (room temperature). Primary antibodies were applied overnight at 4°C in PBS and 0.1% Triton X-100 and 2% NGS. Slices were washed three times in PBS with 1% NGS (10 min), incubated in secondary antibody solution (PBS, 1.5% NGS; 2--3 hr at room temperature) and subsequently washed in PBS (2 × 10 min). DAPI was applied for 5 min (1:1000 in PBS). After final washing steps in PBS (3 × 10 min) slices were embedded in Mowiol. Incubation with secondary antibody alone gave no unspecific staining (data not shown). Antibody-labelling was visualized with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510 or 710). The primary antibodies used were: mouse-anti-PV (Swant; 1:1000), mouse-anti-calbindin (Swant; 1:1000), rabbit-anti-SOM (Peninsula Laboratories; 1:1000), rabbit-anti-VGAT (Synaptic Systems; 1:1000), rabbit-anti-Disc1 (Sigma--Aldrich; 1:1000), and rabbit-anti-cFos (Calbiochem, 1:2000). The secondary antibodies used were: Cy3-goat-anti-rabbit (Jackson Immunoresearch or Dianova; 1:1000), AlexaFluor647-goat-anti-mouse (Invitrogen; 1:1000) and AlexaFluor488-goat-anti-mouse (Invitrogen; 1:1000).

Cell bodies were counted from maximum intensity projections of z-stacks taken with a 10× objective or from epifluorescence images taken at 5× magnification. To assess PV/VGAT double-positive boutons, colocalized structures were visually identified in 100 × 100 µm regions in 40× single-z plane images within layer 5 of the PrlC. Cells and boutons were counted manually without knowing the genotype. Data were compared with an automated approach in which colocalization was quantified from the same images with custom-made routines written in ImageJ\'s macro language. Detection thresholds were set to both channels independently with the ImageJ 'triangle' method until 5, 10, 25, 50 or 70 brightest percent of pixels remained. Both channels were multiplied with each other to reveal the fraction of colocalized areas. As s control, the same analysis was performed with VGAT images rotated by 90° to determine random colocalizations which were subtracted from colocalizations. Automated analysis gave results that were comparable to manual counting (data not shown). To define bouton density in FS-INs, boutons of intracellularly labelled cells were visually identified as brighter and thicker spots in the biocytin labelled axon. Axon segments (60--130 µm length) were chosen pseudorandomly from the labelled neuron. In vivo, boutons of individual PV-expressing axons (27--124 µm length) were identified in confocal z-stacks as structures colocalizing VGAT. For in vitro and in vivo analyses the length of the traced axon segment was determined in 3D with ImageJ\'s 'simple neurite tracer'.

In identification and reconstruction {#s4-6}
------------------------------------

During whole-cell recordings, 1 s long hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current injections were applied (step size 100 pA; range −100--600 pA). INs were identified as FS when the adaptation coefficient was \>0.6, determined as the ratio between the first and the last inter-spike-interval. During recordings, cells were filled with 0.2% biocytin. To visualize recorded neurons brain slices were fixed overnight in 4% PFA (4°C), then washed in PBS (1, 10, 15, 15 min). Blocking was done for 60 min in PBS and 10% NGS. Primary antibody (mouse-anti-PV or rabbit-anti-PV, Swant, 1:1000) was incubated in PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100 and 5% NGS (24 hr at room temperature). The slices were washed again in PBS (1, 10, 15, 15 min) and transferred to secondary antibody solution composed of PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100, 3% NGS and streptavidin conjugated to AlexaFluor647 or 488 (1:500, 24 hr at 4°C). Slices were washed in PBS (1, 10, 15, 15 min) and embedded in Mowiol. FS-INs were selected for reconstruction if the signal-to-noise ratio allowed a clear visualization of the axon. A high-resolution confocal image stack was taken with a 40× oil immersion objective (NA 1.4) at optimal resolution settings. Semi-automated 3-D reconstruction was performed with the Simple Neurite Tracer plugin of ImageJ. Skeletons of the axon were extracted and analyzed with Lmeasure (<http://cng.gmu.edu:8080/Lm/>). Total axon length and branch point number were normalized to the total volume of the stack.

Network simulations {#s4-7}
-------------------

Networks of FS-INs and PCs were implemented as conductance-based single compartment models in NEURON 7.2. Three types of chemical connections were modelled: I-I, I-E and E-I, with a distance-dependent connection probability (*P*~*con*~) following a Gaussian function and a mean *P*~*con*~ based on our experimental observations ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Synaptic events were modelled as *N*~*r*~ quantal conductance changes with an exponential rise and decay (τ~rise~ and τ~decay~) and a quantal peak conductance *qg* obtained from our measured data ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Excitatory drive to the network was modelled as irregular trains of Poisson-distributed excitatory postsynaptic conductances ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) with varying frequencies (range: 0.4--1 kHz). All presented data are averages of 20 individual simulation runs.

The neuronal network model represents a local circuit of the cortex. Networks of FS-INs (N = 100 for control and N = 65 for Disc1 networks) and PCs (default N = 900; 400--1900 in [Figure 5D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) were arranged on two concentric circles to represent the columnar organization ([@bib5]) with minimal distances between two neighbouring cells of 50 µm. FS-INs and PCs were equipped with Hodgkin-Huxley-type conductances to reproduce the FS phenotype in INs ([@bib46]) and regular-spiking in PCs ([@bib17]). Synaptic connections were formed randomly following a distance-dependent Gaussian profile (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). FS-INs were electrically coupled to four of their nearest eight neighbour INs using a coupling conductance of 0.01 nS ([@bib2]). Strength and distribution of electrical coupling among FS-INs have not been experimentally examined in Disc1 and control mice and kept the same in both models (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Mutual E--E synapses among PCs were excluded for simplicity of network design and interpretation. Events were triggered after the presynaptic action potential following a latency which consisted of a constant part (the release phase; 0.5 ms) plus a distance-dependent part (the action potential conduction phase; distance in IN--IN spacing × 0.05 ms; action potential conduction velocity 0.25 ms^−1^; \[[@bib2]\]). For a single simulation run, connections were formed randomly with a random number of quantal contacts picked from the range *N*~*r*~ ± 50%. All cells had random initial membrane potentials (range: −70 to −60 mV) and began to receive their excitatory drive at random onset times 0 \< *t* ≤ 50 ms. At *t* = 100 ms, all synapses were switched on. When changing the excitatory drive to the FS-IN population, the mean input frequency onto every FS-IN was altered. When changing the excitatory drive to the PC population, the mean excitatory drive on single PCs remained constant but the percentage of cells receiving that drive was varied ([Figure 5B--E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}).

During the simulation, spike times and the sum of all unitary inhibitory conductances (LFP analog) were recorded and the mean firing rate histograms with 1 ms time bin were calculated ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As a measure for the strength of oscillatory activity in the network, LFP analogs and mean firing rate histograms were recorded between 400 \< *t* ≤ 700 ms and were subjected to power spectral density analysis using MATLAB\'s *periodogram* algorithm with 1 Hz frequency resolution. The maximum of the resulting power spectrum indicated the prominent oscillation frequency and the power at this maximum plus the two adjacent frequencies (range: ± 1 Hz) were used to quantify the mean power of the oscillation ([Figure 5B--E](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To determine time lag histograms of PC spikes, we first identified the peaks of FS-IN activity in every gamma cycle and then calculated for every PC spike the time lag to its closest FS-IN peak ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). We described the resulting time lag distribution with a single measure: *PC sync* = probability of a single PC spike per gamma cycle/variance (σ^2^) of time lags. Using this definition, *PC sync* describes the precision of PC spikes in relation to IN activity and PC time locking to the ongoing gamma oscillation. To directly quantify the correlation between FS-IN and PC activity, mean firing rate histograms were obtained for both cell types and a cross-correlation (*X-corr*) analysis was performed using MATLAB\'s *xcorr* function ([Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). Maximal cross-correlation was obtained from the peak of the resulting cross-correlogram ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). For default parameter settings see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

Statistical testing {#s4-8}
-------------------

Statistical significance was tested with a two-tailed Student\'s *t*-test, Mann--Whitney U-test or signed rank test. One-way ANOVA was used for multiple comparisons. For nominally scaled data, a χ^2^ test or Fisher\'s exact test was used. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. To measure of effect size of behavioural differences between Disc1 and control mice we used Cohen\'s *d*. Custom-made analysis tools are contained in the Source Code file analysiscodes.txt.
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eLife posts the editorial decision letter and author response on a selection of the published articles (subject to the approval of the authors). An edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the substantive concerns or comments; minor concerns are not usually shown. Reviewers have the opportunity to discuss the decision before the letter is sent (see [review process](http://elifesciences.org/review-process)). Similarly, the author response typically shows only responses to the major concerns raised by the reviewers.

Thank you for sending your work entitled "Impaired fast-spiking interneuron function in a genetic mouse model of depression" for consideration at *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Eve Marder (Senior editor), a Reviewing editor, and 3 reviewers.

The Reviewing editor and the other reviewers discussed their comments before we reached this decision, and the Reviewing editor has assembled the following comments to help you prepare a revised submission.

The reviewers were overall enthusiastic about the questions addressed and the approach taken, which one reviewer described as "simply outstanding" and "superb". The critiques centered on three major areas, summarized as follows:

1\) All reviewers noted that the manuscript will be improved by a clearer distinction between causation and correlation as well as acknowledgement that the correlations seen (especially in the context of the behavioral studies) do not imply causation. As one reviewer noted, this is an issue since the existing literature already shows that Disc-1 may have pleiotropic effects in the CNS. Another reviewer drew attention to phrases of the sort "indicating that PrlC is involved controlling behavioral despair," which imply that causality has been established. The reviewer pointed out that the only way to justify such a claim would be to specifically induce a change in PrlC and demonstrate a defect in behavioral despair in wildtype mice and then to correct the defect in a mutant mouse with a PrlC specific manipulation. These concerns regarding correlation and causation should be possible to address with some careful rewriting.

2\) Another concern had to do with the extent to which the changes in PrlC were unique. The proposal is made in the Discussion that DISC1 is involved in axonal path-finding and neuronal migration. As one reviewer expressed it, because of the role played by PV fast spiking interneurons in generating gamma oscillations, one would expect similar deficits in other cortical areas, and a less specific, maybe more serious phenotype in DISC1 mice. Please indicate whether there is any reason to assume that the impairment of gamma is specific to the PrlC and/or whether other areas were examined, and please consider the issue of whether PrlC is expected to be exclusively affected in the Discussion.

3\) The statistical significance of the behavioral changes was acknowledged, but their biological significance was questioned. Some discussion to help readers understand how/whether to interpret the small changes biologically would improve the manuscript.

4\) There were also some concerns regarding the model-dependent quantal analysis. Additional analyses, alternative approaches, or more extensive justification might help address the reviewers\' concerns on this point. Some suggestions are included in the reviewers\' comments below.

Specific comments are included below to help inform your revision. Some include expansions of the four major points listed above, and some are minor issues that should be addressed in the revision.

1\) The main concern is that the reasoning is very correlative and the causality is generally indirectly inferred.

A\) Correlation oscillation power/behavior: Disc-1 show more immobility and less theta/gamma power, so a significant correlation is already expected in immobility vs power graphs. From the graphs it is a bit difficult to convince oneself that there is linear correlation within each genotype immobility/oscillation within each genotype for recordings in the home cage or during the TST. Since immobility may be a separate cortical state, it would be helpful to assess separately the power in active and passive states of the mice. There may not be enough data point at this stage to discriminate an independent difference of immobility/oscillation between the two genotypes from a proportional relation immobility/oscillation for WT and Disc-1 mice (as suggested by the authors).

B\) Correlation oscillation/PV interneurons: the model data provide encouraging evidence for a causal role of the multiple PV defects, but this is not demonstrated. Optogenetic stimulations targeted to the PrL in Disc-1 mice might provide evidence in that direction (and even show a decrease in immobility in TST).

2\) The statistical significance of the data needs to be re-assessed. The rationale for mixing parametric and non-parametric tests is unclear. Why is the score in the TST tested with a non-parametric test, while the FST uses a parametric test? Is the effect still significant with the Mann-Whitney test? Also, the TST-dependent cFos increase is tested on very small numbers (4 vs 3) for which the Mann-Whitney cannot detect significance anyway.

3\) Many behavioral tests demonstrate no change in behavior of DISC1 mutants relative to wildtype animals. The only statistically significant finding is in the immobility scores in forced swim and tail suspension with p values of 0.039 and 0.049. Moreover, the sizes of the differences are very small, despite reaching significance. Such small differences are unlikely to be biologically significant. I would either remove or seriously downplay the behavioral analysis. The electrophysiological analysis can stand alone without the behavioral section.

4\) The quantal analysis shown in [Figure 4b, c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is, I think, a poor way to analyze the data. Model dependent quantal analysis of the type shown allows for wide variation of parameters with little difference in the goodness of fit. Nevertheless, the authors do back up the analyses with some bootstrapping models. There are very clear changes in failure rates and coefficient of variation, which are unambiguous alterations. Some additional simple analysis with Strontium to reveal the unitary current size would allow for calculation of NP.

5\) Since connection probability decreases as distance between soma increases for FS to Pyr cell pairs (Packer and Yuste, 2011), the authors should report the distance between soma of connected and unconnected pairs. An additional plot showing the relationship of distance between connected pairs and failure rate would also be informative.

6\) Using anatomy ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and physiology ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), the authors conclude that single FS terminals onto pyr cells are of the same strength but fewer in number. Does this result in a shift away from input from PV-INs onto Pyr cells, while other inhibitory inputs compensate for the loss of inhibition, or are total levels of inhibition received by pyr cells decreased? Examining mIPSCs and/or evoked IPSCs onto pyramidal cells would address this issue. This is not a necessary experiment to make the points in the paper, but would assist in constraining the models shown at the end of the paper.

7\) We find sentences like "We find that DISC1 mice show depression-related behavioral despair" inappropriate. This is a particular interpretation of a simple increase the immobility of an animal. This is better suited for the Discussion and should be phrased as one particular interpretation of a subtle behavioral difference.
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Author response

*1) All reviewers noted that the manuscript will be improved by a clearer distinction between causation and correlation as well as acknowledgement that the correlations seen (especially in the context of the behavioral studies) do not imply causation. As one reviewer noted, this is an issue since the existing literature already shows that Disc-1 may have pleiotropic effects in the CNS. Another reviewer drew attention to phrases of the sort* "*indicating that PrlC is involved controlling behavioral despair," which imply that causality has been established. The reviewer pointed out that the only way to justify such a claim would be to specifically induce a change in PrlC and demonstrate a defect in behavioral despair in wildtype mice and then to correct the defect in a mutant mouse with a PrlC specific manipulation. These concerns regarding correlation and causation should be possible to address with some careful rewriting*.

We fully agree with this important criticism of the editor and the reviewers and made the required changes by rewording the text throughout the Results and Discussion sections.

We were highly motivated to follow the suggestion to examine whether the observed reduction in the synaptic inhibitory output strength provided by PV-cells directly relates to the reduced power of network oscillations in the prefrontal cortex and the diminished mobility in Disc1 mice. We therefore injected recombinant adeno-associated viruses (rAAVs) encoding halorhodopsin (NpHR) and the red fluorescent protein tdTomato (rAAV-NpHR-tdT) as a marker bilaterally in the prefrontal cortices of PV-Cre mice in which Cre-combinase is only expressed in fast-spiking PV-expressing interneurons. Thus, NpHR-tdT is only expressed in Cre-recombinase-expressing PV-cells. We successfully tested this approach in the hippocampus of PV-Cre mice in a previous set of experiments. After rAAV injection we implanted optical fibers for the activation of NpHR by light (565 nm) with the aim to silence fast-spiking PV-interneurons. Three weeks after virus expression we aimed to ask whether PV-cell silencing can reproduce the observed reduced PV-interneuron-mediated inhibition in the prefrontal cortex as well as reduced mobility of mice. However, we were unexpectedly confronted with several technical problems, which resulted in a time delay of our revision for which we are very sorry. The major problem was that the expression of NpHR was not homogeneous in the PV-cell population as expected from our earlier experiments. Due to the already caused time delay we decided not to repeat this set of experiments. Thus, all concerns regarding correlation and causation were addressed by careful rewriting of the manuscript.

*2) Another concern had to do with the extent to which the changes in PrlC were unique. The proposal is made in the Discussion that DISC1 is involved in axonal path-finding and neuronal migration. As one reviewer expressed it, because of the role played by PV fast spiking interneurons in generating gamma oscillations, one would expect similar deficits in other cortical areas, and a less specific, maybe more serious phenotype in DISC1 mice. Please indicate whether there is any reason to assume that the impairment of gamma is specific to the PrlC and/or whether other areas were examined, and please consider the issue of whether PrlC is expected to be exclusively affected in the Discussion*.

We thank the editors for this important criticism. To address this question we performed additional quantitative analysis on the number of PV-expressing cells in the hippocampal area CA1 and the ventro-orbital cortex (vOC). We found a similar reduction in PV-positive cells by ∼30% in CA1 (P=0.022; 7 Disc1 and 6 control mice) but not in the vOC (P=0.375). These data are now shown in [Figure 3--figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"} and in the Results section under the subsection headed "Number of parvalbumin-positive interneurons is reduced in the prefrontal cortex of 129 Disc1 mice". These data suggest that the observed cellular and synaptic defects may be also evident in other brain areas such as the hippocampus to a similar extent as observed in the PrlC but not necessarily in all brain regions. We therefore conclude that in-depth investigations are required to understand whether Disc1 effects in the PrlC are unique or more generally applicable to other cortical regions. This is discussed in the third paragraph of the Discussion section.

*3) The statistical significance of the behavioral changes was acknowledged, but their biological significance was questioned. Some discussion to help readers understand how/whether to interpret the small changes biologically would improve the manuscript*.

The variability in behaviour among individuals was high and resulted therefore in a moderate but significant enhancement in the mean immobility by ∼40% in the tail-suspension (TST) and by ∼18% in the forced swim test (FST) in Disc1 mice. We feel that a ∼1/3^rd^ change in spite of the high inter-individual variability in the TST is not a weak or subtile effect. To further strengthen this point, we computed Cohen\'s *d*, a measure of effect size (Lakens 2013; Front Psychol 4:863). Cohen\'s *d* of TST and FST were 0.82 and 0.65, respectively, which corresponds to a strong and intermediate effect size, respectively. This is mentioned in the first paragraph of the Results section, and included in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Moreover, our study shows an enormous specificity of the Disc1 mutation on the behavioural level. We would therefore prefer to keep the behavioural analysis in the manuscript. However, we follow the reviewers' request and toned down the behavioural impact of the Disc1 mutation in the Results and Discussion.

*4) There were some concerns regarding the model-dependent quantal analysis. Additional analyses, alternative approaches, or more extensive justification might help address the reviewers\' concerns on this point. Some suggestions are included in the reviewers\' comments below*.

To improve the quantal analysis we performed two new sets of experiments. First, we determined the amplitude of miniature IPSCs (mIPSCs) recorded in 0.5 µM TTX in PCs of the PrlC. The rationale behind this experiment is the fact that most mIPSCs originate from PV-INs, which form the largest group of IN types in the neocortex ([@bib23]; Nat Rev Neurosci 5:793-807). There was no difference in the amplitude of mIPSCs between both genotypes (24 Disc1 *vs* 15 control PCs; *P*=0.388). Indeed, with a mean size of ∼21 pA of both groups, it was in a similar range as *Qr* obtained with multiple probability-compound binomial model (∼28 pA), supporting the reliability of the analysis. These data are shown in the new [Figure 4--figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"} of the revised manuscript and included in the second paragraph of the subsection headed "Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice". Second, we followed the proposal of the reviewers and performed new-paired recordings between presynaptic fast-spiking interneurons and postsynaptic PCs in the presence of 5.5 mM strontium (SrCl~2~). The amplitude of quantal IPSCs measured under these conditions did not significantly differ among genotypes (Disc1: 10.0 ± 0.8 pA in Disc1, 4 pairs; control: 12.0 ± .1.5 pA; 5 pairs; *p*=0.195). We noted that the mean IPSC amplitudes measured in SrCl~2~ were smaller than the mean amplitudes of mIPSCs or the predictions from our probability compound binomial model. We used the equation *A*=*N*\**p*\**q* to calculate *N* for each mean IPSC amplitude (*A*) from individual paired recordings using the quantal size (*q*) obtained in SrCl~2~ recordings over a wide range of *p* values (0.2-1). This analysis showed that there is always a significantly smaller *N* in Disc1 compared to control pairs (*p*\<0.05). These data are now included in [Figure 4--figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"} and in the second paragraph of the subsection headed "Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice".

*Specific comments are included below to help inform your revision. Some include expansions of the four major points listed above, and some are minor issues that should be addressed in the revision*.

*1) The main concern is that the reasoning is very correlative and the causality is generally indirectly inferred*.

We fully agree with the reviewer and toned down our statements throughout the manuscript (see statement to the editors' comments, point 1).

*A) Correlation oscillation power/behavior: Disc-1 show more immobility and less theta/gamma power, so a significant correlation is already expected in immobility vs power graphs. From the graphs it is a bit difficult to convince oneself that there is linear correlation within each genotype immobility/oscillation within each genotype for recordings in the home cage or during the TST. Since immobility may be a separate cortical state, it would be helpful to assess separately the power in active and passive states of the mice. There may not be enough data point at this stage to discriminate an independent difference of immobility/oscillation between the two genotypes from a proportional relation immobility/oscillation for WT and Disc-1 mice (as suggested by the authors)*.

We performed the requested analysis and found that the power of low-frequency gamma and theta activity was reduced independent from the animal's behavioural state (movement or immobility). This is now explicitly stated in the second paragraph of the subsection headed "Synchrony of gamma oscillations is markedly reduced in Disc1 mice". These data are shown as new [Figure 2--figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}.

The reviewer is right in assuming that there are not enough data points to discriminate independent differences in the relationship between immobility-freezing and oscillatory power between the two genotypes. To improve clarity of the presented data we explicitly state that the significant linear relationship shown in [Figure 2g, h](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} emerges under conditions of pooled data from controls and Disc1.

*B) Correlation oscillation/PV interneurons: the model data provide encouraging evidence for a causal role of the multiple PV defects, but this is not demonstrated. Optogenetic stimulations targeted to the PrL in Disc-1 mice might provide evidence in that direction (and even show a decrease in immobility in TST)*.

We fully agree with this important criticism and performed a new set of experiments to test whether our proposed reduction in the synaptic inhibitory output strength of PV-cells directly relates to the reduced power of network oscillations and mobility in mice. We injected recombinant adeno-associated viruses (rAAVs) encoding halorhodopsin (NpHR) and the red fluorescent protein tdTomato (rAAV-NpHR-tdT) bilaterally in the prefrontal cortices of PV-Cre mice in which Cre-combinase is only expressed in fast-spiking PV-expressing interneurons. Thus, NpHR-tdT is only expressed in Cre-recombinase positive PV-cells. We implanted optical fibers for the activation of NpHR by light (565 nm). Our aim was to silence FS-PV-interneurons and thereby reproduce the observed reduced PV-interneuron-mediated inhibition in the mPFC. However, we were unexpectedly confronted with several problems, which resulted in the time delay of our revision for which we are very sorry. The first problem was that our animals were not in the right age range and we needed to wait some weeks. The next problem was that NpHR was not as homogeneously expressed in the PV-cell population as expected from our earlier investigations in the hippocampus. Finally, we had unexpected problems with the laser for NpHR excitation. Due to the time delay, which was caused by the accumulating problems, we decided not to repeat this set of experiments for this manuscript. Thus, concerns regarding correlation and causation were addressed by careful rewriting throughout the manuscript.

*2) The statistical significance of the data needs to be re-assessed. The rationale for mixing parametric and non-parametric tests is unclear. Why is the score in the TST tested with a non-parametric test, while the FST uses a parametric test? Is the effect still significant with the Mann-Whitney test? Also, the TST-dependent cFos increase is tested on very small numbers (4 vs 3) for which the Mann-Whitney cannot detect significance anyway*.

We thank the reviewer for pointing out this issue. We indeed should have applied parametric tests to TST as well as FST measures. To re-assess statistical significance, we first tested for normality using the normaltest function of Python\'s stats module. Both TST and FST data followed a normal distribution. On the basis of this we applied the student *t*-test and revealed a significant difference in TST (*p*=0.015) and FST (*p*=0.049). We would like to mention that FST results would also reach significance using the Mann-Whitney test (*p*=0.029). Furthermore, we agree that the number of tested mice for cFos labelling was small and toned done our conclusions based on these results in the last paragraph of the subsection headed "Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice".

*3) Many behavioral tests demonstrate no change in behavior of DISC1 mutants relative to wildtype animals. The only statistically significant finding is in the immobility scores in forced swim and tail suspension with p values of 0.039 and 0.049. Moreover, the sizes of the differences are very small, despite reaching significance. Such small differences are unlikely to be biologically significant. I would either remove or seriously downplay the behavioral analysis. The electrophysiological analysis can stand alone without the behavioral section*.

The variability in behaviour among individuals was high and resulted therefore in a moderate but significant enhancement in the mean immobility by ∼40% in the tail-suspension (TST) and by ∼18% in the forced swim test (FST) in Disc1 mice. We feel that a ∼1/3^rd^ change in spite of the high inter-individual variability in the TST is not a weak or a subtile effect. To further strengthen this point, we computed Cohen\'s *d*, a measure of effect size (Lakens 2013; Front Psychol 4:863). Cohen\'s *d* of TST and FST were 0.82 and 0.65, respectively, which corresponds to a strong and intermediate effect size, respectively. Our study shows an enormous specificity of the Disc1 mutation on the behavioural level. We would therefore like to keep the behavioural analysis in the manuscript. However, we follow the reviewers' request and toned down the behavioural impact of the Disc1 mutation in the first paragraph of the Results section. We furthermore included Cohen\'s *d* measures in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

*4) The quantal analysis shown in* [*Figure 4b, c*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *is, I think, a poor way to analyze the data. Model dependent quantal analysis of the type shown allows for wide variation of parameters with little difference in the goodness of fit. Nevertheless, the authors do back up the analyses with some bootstrapping models. There are very clear changes in failure rates and coefficient of variation, which are unambiguous alterations. Some additional simple analysis with Strontium to reveal the unitary current size would allow for calculation of NP*.

We used the multiple probability-compound binomial analysis (MP-CBA), developed by Silver et al. (1998; J Physiol 510:881) and Kraushaar and Jonas (2000; J Neurosci 20:5594) to estimate the number of functional release sites at FS-IN to PC synapses. Following the suggestion of the reviewer we further quantified and compared quantal IPSCs in PCs of the PrlC of Disc1 and control slices. First, we recorded mIPSCs in the presence of 0.5 µM TTX and show that they had similar amplitudes among genotypes (Disc1: 20.1 ± 1.1 pA; control: 21.9 ± 1.9 pA; *p*=0.388). These values were also similar to quantal IPSCs obtained from FS-IN to PC paired recordings in the dentate gyrus of wild type mice (18.75 ± 1.75 pA; 4 pairs) at low release probability (0.5 mM extracellular Ca^2+^) and similar to quantal IPSCs defined by MP-CBA in this study (∼28 pA). We therefore believe that quantal IPSC size defined by MP-CBA in this study is in a realistic range. Second, following the reviewers' proposal, we newly performed paired recordings in slices of the PrlC in the presence of extracellular 5.5 mM SrCl2 (Disc1: 10.0 ± 0.8 pA in Disc1, 4 pairs; control: 12.0 ± .1.5 pA; 5 pairs; *p*=0.195). As mentioned in point 4 of our response to the reviewing editor, we noted that the IPSC amplitudes measured in SrCl2 were smaller than mIPSCs or predictions from our MT-CBA which may be caused by a direct so far unexamined effect of strontium on GABAA receptors. However, to further follow this issue, we calculated *N* for the amplitudes *A* of uIPSCs using the *q* obtained in SrCl~2~ quantal recordings according to *A*=*N*\**P*\**q*. We performed the calculation over a wide range of *P* values (0.2-1). This analysis showed that, while the resulting predicted value of *N* depends as expected on *P*, there is always a significantly smaller *N* in Disc1 compared to control pairs (*p*\<0.05). These data are now included in [Figure 4--figure supplement 4](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"} and in the second paragraph of the subsection headed "Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin-positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice".

*5) Since connection probability decreases as distance between soma increases for FS to Pyr cell pairs (Packer and Yuste, 2011), the authors should report the distance between soma of connected and unconnected pairs. An additional plot showing the relationship of distance between connected pairs and failure rate would also be informative*.

The axonal distance between pre- and postsynaptic cells did not differ between Disc1 and controls. In fact, we show that the average synaptic latency, which can be used as indirect measure for synaptic distance (Strüber et al. 2015; PNAS 112(4):1220-1225), was the same beween Disc1 and controls ([Figure 4--figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). This is now more clearly stated in the Results section. Non-connected pairs were not processed for morphological analysis. Therefore we cannot provide data on inter-somatic distances of non-connected simultaneously recorded cells. Furthermore, since connection probability declines with distance, as stated by the reviewers, we always aimed for inter-somatic distances of \<60 µm in all paired recordings. This is now clearly stated in the Methods section under the subsection headed "In vitro electrophysiology and data analysis". We furthermore followed the request of the reviewers and included a new graph of failure rate versus latency in [Figure 4--figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}.

*6) Using anatomy (*[*Figure 3*](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}*) and physiology (*[*Figure 4*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}*), the authors conclude that single FS terminals onto pyr cells are of the same strength but fewer in number. Does this result in a shift away from input from PV-INs onto Pyr cells, while other inhibitory inputs compensate for the loss of inhibition, or are total levels of inhibition received by pyr cells decreased? Examining mIPSCs and/or evoked IPSCs onto pyramidal cells would address this issue. This is not a necessary experiment to make the points in the paper, but would assist in constraining the models shown at the end of the paper*.

Following the suggestion of the reviewers we performed a new set of experiments and measured mIPSC frequency in the presence of 0.5 µM TTX in PCs of the PrlC of Disc1 and control mice. We observed a significant reduction in their frequency from 1.18 ± 0.23 Hz in controls to 0.74 ± 0.14 Hz in Disc1 mice (15 vs 24 cells; *p*=0.025). In contrast, the mean peak amplitude of mIPSCs was unchanged (control: 21.9 ± 1.9 pA vs Disc1: 20.1 ± 1.1 pA; *p*=0.388). We therefore found no evidence for compensatory mechanisms. These data are now included under the subsection headed "Reduced inhibitory output and excitatory input signaling of fast-spiking parvalbumin- 160 positive interneurons in the prefrontal cortex of Disc1 mice" (and in [Figure 3e](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4--figure supplement 4c](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}.

*7) We find sentences like* "*We find that DISC1 mice show depression-related behavioral despair" inappropriate. This is a particular interpretation of a simple increase the immobility of an animal. This is better suited for the Discussion and should be phrased as one particular interpretation of a subtle behavioral difference*.

According to this request we reformulated the sentence in the second paragraph of the Discussion as well as in the third paragraph of the Results. However, we would like to emphasize that reduced immobility during the tail suspension and forced swim test is broadly accepted as behavioural correlate of depression-related behavior in rodents and was used and also termed as depression-related behavior in various publications such as Steru et al. 1985 (Psychopharmacology 85:367-370), [@bib30] (Nature 266:730-732) and Tye et al.; 2013 (Nature 493:537-541).

[^1]: N indicates number of animals except for: \*N indicates number of cells, \#N indicates number of axons.

[^2]: Abbreviations: *P*~*con*~, probability of synaptic connections; *SD*~*con*~, standard deviation in connection probability expressed as cell-to-cell distances; *qg*, quantal conductance; *Nr*, number of release sites; τ~rise~ and τ~decay~, rise and decay time constant; E~syn~, synaptic equilibrium potential; g~gap~, electrical coupling.
